CATALOGUE

“Creating moments that make you smile!”
				

The Tropical Hangouts were invented, designed and produced by the entrepreneurs at 4LittleBirds, based in
Amsterdam. 4LittleBirds was originally formed by four friends, all with a strong passion to produce from the root
philosophy of: ‘Creating products that make you smile’.
In our initial period we spend time in the Caribbean (SXM) for half a year at our favorite beach bar. Between two
palm trees we hung a wonderful hammock. Because of the atmosphere and the comfort, this hammock was a
popular spot. Unfortunately, one hammock is of course far beyond social, but due to a lack of hanging points,
which is often the case, we have implemented this solution into our Tropical Hangout product line.
4LittleBirds develop and sell a wide range of products. Given the success of the Tropical hangout product line
( Outdoor Living line), a separate trade name has been established for this. The Tropical Hangout outdoor living
line is unique and distinguished by itself in respect of the standard options. The perception and experience of
the users is the focal point. The social aspect is highly important to us.
Now we all enjoy a wonderful time together with our friends and family and create memories...
The atmosphere that it creates radiates equally to the other people and its location.

Our strong need for new innovative sustainable products ensures that your company will always distinguish itself within your segment or simply at your home!
The ideal place for a hammock is of course a garden between two large trees, five meters apart. Because few have this,
hammocks with their own standard are ideal. You can even rock in the wind on a roof terrace.
in a traditional hammock you usually lie diagonally. This way your back stays straight: on your back, side or even on your
stomach like Latin Americans do who sometimes sleep in a hammock all their lives. Contrary to the prevailing opinion, a
hammock is not bad for the back, precisely because it distributes your weight evenly. For example, it has been found that
newborns prefer a hammock over a flat mattress. According to an American study, the hammock is the ideal place for a
siesta: the rocking ensures that you fall asleep quickly and deeply.
The word hammock sounds one hundred percent English, but comes - just like the French hamac, the English hammock
and the Spanish amaca - from the Indian language Taíno, from the word hamaca. Via hammock, that eventually became
hammock.

DURABILITY

WHEN QUALITY MEETS QUALITY
Sustainability is a very important element in the development of the Tropical Hangout product line or outdoor living.
By using only high-quality materials with a long service life,
you create the optimum result. If the Hangout is properly
maintained, the frame can last a lifetime.
The materials have been carefully selected for you. The
strong frame is a combination of stainless steel and aluminum. In addition, the sleeves are made of high-quality
outdoor fabric.

This is also applied in the luxury yacht construction. The
Hammocks are hand made and come from brazil. These
are 100% cotton and handmade. Only the best is good
enough! Of course our product has been tested for safety
and quality. that is why we have developed and tested the
Hangout sustainably up to 2100 kg!
The unit can be placed on any location. The surface is not
required to be 100% level. This makes it ideal to find the
right spot. Due to its solid construction, the unit can also be
relocated without disassembling.

Powerful fact
Study shows that a small
power nap equals 200 mg
of caffeine!

THE TRUE ENJOYER
The Tropical Hangout | XL has been specially developed
for the true enjoyer. When you take a seat in the Hangout
/ hammock you experience the ultimate comfort feeling
through the spacious hammocks of 230 cm long and 150
cm wide. The hammocks themselves are so large that you
can enjoy two people in them. Especially in combination
with the add-ons you will not miss out!

Powerful fact
The Tropcial Hangout XL is our most selling model and
is ideal for resorts, beach clubs, holiday parks, wellness
centers and luxury hospitality industry.

According to an American study,
the hammock is the ideal place for a
siesta: the rocking ensures that you fall
asleep quickly and deeply.

TROPICAL HANGOUT | XL

TROPICAL HANGOUT | AIR CHAIR
ONLY THE BEST IS GOOD ENOUGH
The Tropical Hangout | Because of the sitting position instead of
a lying position, Air Chair offers an ideal alternative. Because of
the more active upright position, the Air-Chair can also be used
for (business) meetings and brainstorm sessions or just a place to
get to know eachother.

Yet with the Air-chairs you keep the relaxing vibes that make our
line so unique. In addition, they sit fatastic. The Air chairs are
also a nice change when multiple constructions are placed on, for
example a beach or leisure park.
The Tropical Hangout Air Chair is perfectly suited for office spaces, airport terminals and the leisure parks

POWERNAP is sooo good!
No way a hammock makes the staff more productive! But is really
a proven fact.
Indeed, there is a NASA study that shows that a small power nap
of 26 minutes increases productivity by 35%. And another study
shows that a small power nap equals 200 mg of caffeine!

Powerful fact
A small power nap of 26 minutes

What I mean is that all the top companies (the largest and most
successful in the world) have created a place where staff can
chill. This staff is happier, more productive and the company has
virtually no turnover.

increases productivity by 35%.

TROPICAL HANGOUT | HOT SPOT
A PLACE WHERE STORIES COME TO LIFE
The Tropical Hangout | Hotspot is unique in its kind. Relaxing together with the entire family in the Hotspot is a
fantastic experience.
Because of the plateau with a diameter of no less than 3
meters, there is room for everyone.
It can be compared to a large sofa or even cozy with each
other around the fire. Such a place where stories come to
life even in the late hours.

TWO IS A PARTY, FOUR IS A FIESTA
The Tropical Hangout | Quatro is our largest model with 4
hammocks! Since many people travel the world in an even
number, this offers the ideal solution so that everyone can
optimally enjoy their lounge experience.

TROPICAL HANGOUT | QUATTRO

TROPICAL HANGOUT | LAGOON
NO STRINGS ATTACHED...
The Tropical Hangout | We have developed Lagoon for the
really high-end locations. With this model, the finish of the
product has been optimally looked into, with the biggest
advantage being that no cables are used.
This makes the design look more spacious and free, for an
optimal experience. The seating comfort and experience
is of course the same as the XL version.

The Tropical Hangout | Lagoon has been specially developed for high end locations such as (beach) resorts and
wellness centers.

FACTS
JUST ANOTHER BUNCH OF FACTS TO
MAKE YOU THINK!
1. Reduce Stress
Stress is a part of everyone’s life. Whether it’s from school
or work, stress is something we all deal with. However,
hammocks have been proven to help relax faster and reduce unnatural stress levels from the body. Less stress means
more happiness and improved quality of life.
2. Improve Your Sleep
Due to the natural rocking motion and zero pressure points,
hammocks helps you fall asleep quickly and drastically improves the quality of sleep compared to a normal mattress.
A better sleep means you’ll wake up with more energy and
a positive attitude.
3. Improve Blood Circulation
A hammock will elevate your upper body and allow for better circulation to the head. This has tons of health benefits such as getting rid of congestion, reduces toxins in the
body and improves blood pressure.

4. Help With Muscle Aches
Due to having zero pressure points, hammocks force your
body to relax and can help improve back and joint aches.
So long to waking up with back pain or muscle aches.
5. Improve Your Focus
The swaying motion of a hammock triggers the prefrontal
cortex of the brain, which applies focus to your mental state.
Also since you’re getting a better sleep in a hammock, you’re going to have increased energy to focus and therefore
increase overall productivity.

CUSTOMIZED BRANDING
We know better than anyone that with such a unique object that creates such a buzz, you would
like to put your company in the spotlight with this.
Of course this is possible. The Branded banner
makes it stand out immediately or the Sleeve that
bears your name ensures that your name is visible
in every corner. And otherwise a personal touch,
when the glasses are put on your personal branded tabble. in short, enough options to radiate
the experience together with you!

See which clients embraced the experience

“It’s an excellent way to relax for a
moment”

“You Should Want Your Employees to Love
Each Other by just spending a moment
together”

BRANDING SOCIAL MEETING COMFORT
DURABLE
								

ANY
LOCATION

EYE CATCHER

SELF INSTALL

TROPICAL HANGOUT®
series					
ACCESOIRIES

PILLOW SET

COCKTAIL TABLE SET

SUN SHADE

BLACK

BLUE

NATURAL

PORT

GRAY

GREEN

SLEEVES

HAMMOCKS

SOMBRERO BORDEAUX

SOMBRERO RAINBOW

SOMBRERO WHITE

SOMBRERO BLUE

SOMBRERO BLACK

SOMBRERO AMAZON

AIR CHAIRS

NAVY

SAND

RED

MANGO

BRANDING

500kg

150kg

6 pers

Certifications

Max people
capacity

lounge
Dimensions

Max Hammock
load

Footprint
Dimensions (DxH)

2.3 meter
hammock
length x 1.5
meter width

Max Load

Weight
85kg

4.0 diameter
1.7 meter
height

HANGOUT
XL

KEURMERK
INST.
NLD,
TüV

HANGOUT
AIRCHAIR

85kg

4.5 diameter
1.70 meter
height

0.45 meter
length x 0.5
meter width

5.5 diameter
2.15 meter
height

2.3 meter
hammock
length x 1.5
meter width

500kg

200kg

3 pers

KEURMERK
INST.
NLD,
TüV

HANGOUT
QUATRO

600kg

150kg

8 pers

STYLES

115kg

KEURMERK
INST.
NLD,
TüV

2.3 meter
hammock
length x 1.5
meter width

Certifications

65kg

4.0 diameter
1.70 meter
height

Max people
capacity

lounge
Dimensions
2.3 meter
hammock
length x 1.5
meter width

Max Hammock
load

Footprint
Dimensions (DxH)

85kg

5.0 diameter
2.4 meter
heigth

SUMMARY
Max Load

Weight

TROPICAL HANGOUT®
series					

8 pers

KEURMERK
INST.
NLD,
TüV

HANGOUT
HOTSPOT
750kg

600kg

HANGOUT
LAGOON

500kg

150kg

6 pers

KEURMERK
INST.
NLD,
TüV

STYLES

Packaging Dimensions
Length x Width x Height
40 x 60 x 175 cm

@TROPICALHANGOUT

| TROPICALHANGOUT.COM

